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Key Points 
 Working memory is at the core of how we reason, understand, and remember. 

 Working memory capacity is now thought to be limited to four items, of which only one can be 
attended to at any one time. 

 Differences in working memory capacity probably have a lot to do with our well we form our 
memory codes — our skill in leaving out irrelevant material, and our skill at binding together the 
important stuff into a tightly-bound cluster. 

 Our ability to do this may decline as we age. 

 Factors that make some tasks more difficult than others include: 

 how often we have to shift our focus, 

 whether information already in focus has to be altered and how much time and effort is 
needed to change it, and 

 how complex the information is (how difficult it is to craft it into a tightly-bound cluster). 

A New Yorker cartoon has a man telling his glum wife, “Of course I care about how you imagined I thought you 

perceived I wanted you to feel.” There are a number of reasons you might find that funny, but the point here is that it is 

very difficult to follow all the layers. This is a sentence in which mental attributions are made to the 6th level, and this is 

just about impossible for us to follow without writing it down and/or breaking it down into chunks. 

According to one study, while we can comfortably follow a long sequence of events (A causes B, which leads to C, thus 

producing D, and so on), we can only comfortably follow four levels of intentionality (A believes that B thinks C wants D). 

At the 5th level (A wants B to believe that C thinks that D wants E), error rates rose sharply to nearly 60% (compared to 5-

10% for all levels below that). 

Why do we have so much trouble following these nested events, as opposed to a causal chain? 

Let’s talk about working memory. 

Working memory (WM) has evolved over the years from a straightforward “short-term memory store” to the core of 

human thought. It’s become the answer to almost everything, invoked for everything related to reasoning, decision-

making, and planning. And of course, it’s the first and last port of call for all things memory — to get stored in long-term 

memory an item first has to pass through WM, where it’s encoded; when we retrieve an item from memory, it again 

passes through WM, where the code is unpacked. 

So, whether or not the idea of working memory has been over-worked, there is no doubt at all that it is utterly crucial 

for cognition. 
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Working memory has also been equated with attentional control, and working memory and attention are often used 

almost interchangeably. And working memory capacity (WMC) varies among individuals. Those with a higher WMC have 

an obvious advantage in reasoning, comprehension, remembering. No surprise then that WMC correlates highly with 

fluid intelligence. 

So let’s talk about working memory capacity. 

The idea that working memory can hold 7 (+/-2) items has passed into popular culture (the “magic number 7”). More 

recent research, however, has circled around the number 4 (+/-1). Not only that, but a number of studies suggest that in 

fact the true number of items we can attend to is only one. What’s the answer? (And where does it leave our high- and 

low-capacity individuals? There’s not a lot of room to vary there.) 

Well, in one sense, 7 is still fine — that’s the practical sense. Seven items (5-9) is about what you can hold if you can 

rehearse them. So those who are better able to rehearse and chunk will have a higher working memory capacity (WMC). 

That will be affected by processing speed, among other factors. 

But there is a very large body of evidence now pointing to working memory holding only four items, and a number of 

studies indicating that most likely we can only pay attention to one of these items at a time. So you can envision this 

either as a focus of attention, which can only hold one item, and a slightly larger “outer store” or area of “direct access” 

which can hold another three, or as a mental space holding four items of which only one can be the focus at any one 

time. 

A further tier, which may be part of working memory or part of long-term memory, probably holds a number of items 

“passively”. That is, these are items you’ve put on the back burner; you don’t need them right at the moment, but you 

don’t want them to go too far either.  

At present, we don’t have any idea how many items can be in this slightly higher state of activation. However, the 

“magic number 7” suggests that you can circulate 3 (+/-1) items from the backburner into your mental space. In this 

regard, it’s interesting to note that, in the case of verbal material, the amount you can hold in working memory with 

rehearsal has been found to more accurately equate to 2 seconds, rather than 7 items. That is, you can remember as 

much as you can verbalize in about 2s (so, yes, fast speakers have a distinct advantage over slower ones). You see why 

processing speed affects WMC. 

Whether you think of WM as a focus of one and an outer store of 3, or as a direct access area with 4 boxes and a 

spotlight shining on one, it’s a mental space or blackboard where you can do your working out. Thinking of it this way 

makes it easier to conceptualize and talk about, but these items are probably not going into a special area as such. The 

thought now is that these items stay in long-term memory (in their relevant areas of association cortex), but they are (a) 



highly activated, and (b) connected to the boxes in the direct access area (which is possibly in the medial temporal lobe). 

This connection is vitally important, as we shall see. 

Now four may not seem like much, but WM is not quite as limited as it seems, because we have different systems for 

verbal (includes numerical) and visuospatial information. Moreover, we can probably distinguish between the items and 

the processing of them, which equates to a distinction between declarative and procedural memory. So that gives us 

three working memory areas: verbal declarative; visuospatial declarative; procedural. 

Indeed, some theorists completely discard the idea of number of items as a measure of WMC, and talk instead in terms 

of “noise”, with processing capacity being limited by such factors as item complexity and similarity. While there seems 

little justification for discarding our “4+/-1”, which is much more easily quantified, this idea does help us get to grips 

with the concept of an “item”. 

What is an item? Is it “red”? “red cow”? “red cow with blue ribbons round her neck”? “red cow with blue ribbons and 

the name Isabel painted on her side”? You see the problem. 

An item is a fuzzy concept. We can’t say, “it’s a collection of 6 feature units” (or 4 or 14 or 42). So we have to go with a 

less defined description: it’s something so tightly bound that it is treated as a single unit. 

Which means it’s not solely about the item. It’s also about you, and what you know, and how well you know it, and what 

you’re interested in. 

So where does this leave us? 

Let’s go back to our New Yorker cartoon. The difference between a chain of events and the nested attributions is that 

chaining doesn’t need to be arranged in your mental space because you don’t need to keep all the predecessors in mind 

to understand it. On the other hand, the nested attributions can’t be understood separately or even in partitioned 

groups — they must all be arranged in a mental space so we can see the structure. 

We can see now that “A believes that B thinks C wants D” is easy to understand because we have four boxes in which to 

put these items and arrange them. But our longer nesting, “A wants B to believe that C thinks that D wants E”, is difficult 

because it contains one more item than we have boxes. No surprise there was a dramatic drop-off in understanding. 

So given that you have to fill your mental space, what is it that makes some tasks more difficult than others? 

 The complexity and similarity of the items (making it harder to select the relevant information and bind it all 

together). 

 The complexity of the operations you need to perform on each item (the longer the processing, the more tweaking 

you have to do to your item, and the more time and opportunity for interference to degrade the signal). 

 Changing the focus (remember our high focus-switching costs). 



But in our 5th level nested statement, the error rate was 60%, not 100%, meaning a number of people managed to grasp 

it. So what’s their secret? What is it that makes some people better than others at these tasks? 

They could have 5 boxes (making them high-WMC). They could have sufficient processing speed and binding strength to 

unitize two items into one chunk. Or they could have the strategic knowledge to enable them to use the other WM 

system (transforming verbal data into visuospatial). All these are possible answers. 

 

This has been a very long post, but I hope some of you have struggled through it. Working memory is the heart of 

intelligence, the essence of attention, and the doorway to memory. It is utterly critical, and cognitive science is still 

trying to come to grips with it. But we’ve come a very long way, and I think we now have sufficient theoretical 

understanding to develop a model that’s useful for anyone wanting to understand how we think and remember, and 

how they can improve their skills. 

There is, of course, far more that could be said about working memory (I’ve glossed over any number of points in an 

effort to say something useful in less than 50,000 words!), and I’m planning to write a short book on working memory, 

its place in so many educational and day-to-day tasks, and what we can do to improve our skills. But I hope some of you 

have found this enlightening. 


